The TVrelaxation of the 220-2u rotational transition of ethylene oxide in different vibrational states, the 13 C-isotope and the perdeuterated species has been investigated by a microwave pulse spectrometer. Qualitative arguments for an explanation of the results in terms of relaxation matrix elements are given.
In a recent paper Mäder et al. [1] reported measurements of Ti-and ^-relaxation times [2, 2a] of ethylene oxide by using the transient Starkswitch technique. To investigate isotopic species in natural abundance and higher vibrational states it was necessary to use a microwave pulse spectrometer [3] which is at least one order of magnitude more sensitive than our Stark-switch apparatus. As the pulse spectrometer works from 12 to 18 GHz, only the 2 2 o-2n transition of ethylene oxide could be measured. The coefficient ß of the linear pressure dependence of 1 /To (slope) of the investigated lines is given in Table 1 . The frequencies for the excited vibrational states are taken from Yoshimizu et al. [4] , For the measurements we used an ethylene oxide sample from J. T. Baker Chemicals Co. with a purity of 99.7% after vacuum distillation. The necessary AjD conversion of the broadband amplified transient emission signal was carried out in steps of 5 nsec by means of a Biomation 6500 W 7 aveform Recorder. The following averaging was performed by a 1024 channel digital averager (Fabri Tek Model 1072). For the final analysis a Digital Equipment Corp. PDP 11 or Texas Instruments TI 990/10 computer has been used. Some further details on the data analysis and the advantages of the pulse spectrometer compared to the linewidth and Stark-switch methods are given in Reference [3] . An example of a recorded transient emission signal for two different pressures is given in Figure 1 . A Fourier transform pair of the r c -line of ethylene oxide is given in Figure 2 . As can be seen from Table 1 there is no significant dependence of T2 on isotopic substitution. This is in agreement with results [3] on formaldehyde and sulphur dioxide. In addition the dependence on vibrational state is not significant for the investigated transition. For SO2 Bestmann et al. [3] found the same result. This indicates that finer details of the rotational spectrum are not reflected by the TVrelaxation. In the following we give some arguments that the existing theory for rotational relaxation may be extended to asymmetric top molecules. Thus the relaxation of asymmetric tops may be related to According to l/To = ßp the slope ß is given. Errors are the double standard error of the tit. collision processes in a similar way as for linear molecules. One essential approximation for the following is the impact approximation*. According to recent theoretical approaches (see for example Liu et al. [5] , Pickett [6] . Green [7] , Schwendeman et al. [8] ) the relaxation times T1 and To can be correlated under certain assumptions to matrix elements of the relaxation superoperator A. These matrix elements can be expressed by elements of the matrix. which in turn may be connected in a semiclassical way to the interaction potential F(<). This can be expanded in terms of molecular multipole moments.
Molecule Transition
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For the following we accept the theory of Liu [5] to be a valid description for our investigation (for a different approach see Böttcher [9] ).
The eigenstates of an asymmetric top | jrm} with T = k--k+ can be expressed as linear combinations of symmetric top** eigenstates | jkm): where i and f now indicate asymmetric rotor levels. The special case of Aj = 0 transitions for asymmetric rotors has to be considered separately for the case of the presence of a static electric field as used in Stark-switch experiments. Results from these experiments are used for comparison. According to (4.11) of Liu, which gives the dipole matrix element for the Aj = 0 case
w r e have to use Q-{jn, j Tf), to get the polarisation jp (t) according to
with (4.33) of Liu: 
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In the case of Stark-switch experiments the molecular transition is off-resonant to the microwave radiation during the relaxation period. So we may neglect the influence of the microwave field e for the relaxation of the density matrix. 
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decouples immediately and we get l/T 2 =ReA f 7 >fi , ^•fT, fi = «?' ^ ra, jnm\A\ j Tf ra, j n ra» (7)
which is different from the Aj= Az 1 case given in Ref. [5] , Reversing the analogue of (4.8) of Liu gives:
That is only the matrix element «ji' W ra f ', ji ki' ra/1 A | j{ kt mt, ji ki mi» which we abbreviate as Afi'ji, has to be considered. In Appendix A of Liu it is shown, that the matrix element An' t ti may be expressed in terms of the »S-matrix:
A 2 denotes the density of the perturbing gas, £> a represents the equilibrium distribution of the perturber. The ^-matrix may be expanded in terms of the time evolution operator U (see for example Messiah [12] or Rabitz et al. [13] ):
oo /'->-oo U may be expanded in terms of the interaction potential V(t), which is treated as a small perturbation of the time independent Hamiltonian Ho for the rotation
and so on with the effective potential V\t) = e lHo " n V{t)e-iHo 'l fi .
For non-overlapping charge distributions of the molecules the interaction potential between two molecules may be expanded (see for example Oka [14] or Gray [15] Where D\n-m is a matrixelement of the rotation operator [17] and Mj m an effective molecular multipole moment for a certain vibrational state. By insertion of Eqs. (12), (11) . (10) and (9) into (3) the relaxation time T 2 can be expressed via the effective interaction potential V(t) in terms of effective molecular multipole moments. It is known from spectroscopic experience that rotational constants and intramolecular distances in general do not change very drastically with vibronic state, which should imply only slight changes in the molecular multipole moments. In general the alteration is in the order of 1%, the effect of which is believed to be hidden in the experimental uncertainty of the determination of T2.
A similar conclusion seems to hold for the investigated isotopic species. Our experimental results are in agreement with these qualitative considerations as can be seen from Table 1 **.
In Table 1 the 1 \T 2 values of the 2 20 -2 N rotational transition of ethylene oxide measured by microwave pulse technique at 218 K and by Stark switch at 213 K, by polarizing the |m|=2 component (Lalowski [18] ). are given. Taking into account the small temperature difference, the two values are equal within experimental uncertainty. This means that there is no | m [-dependence of the relaxation time T2 in this case, which is not excluded in principal [5, 8] ,
